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You can adjust the ping interval from the Active Keep Alive settings to be just lower than your network's inactivity timeout period. Loaded with
lots of powerful features, this app delivers a stable mobile internet connectivity. The network assigns a higher priority to your device and this results
in significant improvement in network performance, especially if resources on the network are under strain. Do you miss out important chats, IMs
and emails until you turn data connection on and off, maybe multiple times to get reconnected? Active Keep Alive along with Reset on Failure
keeps your connection alive in such cases and also helps in keeping the traffic flowing between your phone and your ISP's servers. It can be
caused by connection stabilizer booster pro 4pda or carrier issues. This is particularly useful if android's built in system fails to connect you to the
network. In case of issues or for any question or suggestion please contact us directly via e-mail.

Connection Stabilizer Booster
Connection Stabilizer Booster is the best mobile data connection stabilizer, reconnector and booster for 2G GPRS, EDGE, HSPA 3G, 4G LTE
and WiFi wireless networks. If you are having trouble with your cellular data connection, this is the app for you. Loaded with lots of powerful
features, this app delivers a stable mobile internet connectivity. Or is there no data transfer even when connection is live? Active Keep Alive along
with Reset on Failure keeps your connection alive in such cases and also helps in keeping the traffic flowing between your phone and your ISP's
servers. The network assigns a higher priority to your device and this results in significant improvement in network performance, especially if
resources on the network are under strain. Do you miss out important chats, IMs and emails until you turn data connection on and off, maybe
multiple times to get reconnected? That is a known issue that affects many people. It can be caused by handset or carrier issues. Active Reconnect
automatically reconnects your 2G GPRS, 3G or 4G LTE internet connection as soon as it gets disconnected and thus keeps the data connection
active at all times. When activated, this feature actively monitors and immediately re-establishes dropped connections, using muscle if required.
This is particularly useful if android's built in system fails to connect you to the network. The monitoring process does not cause any load on your
device's resources as it is intelligently invoked only when required. Reconnection needs root access on android 5+ due to new access restrictions
imposed by Google. It will automatically detect connection drops and actively reconnect the connection, using force connect if required. You can
adjust the ping interval from the Active Keep Alive settings to be just lower than your network's inactivity timeout period. Its pinging action is
known to work wonders and solve or reduce the intensity of many congestion related network issues. It can also detect and reset frozen
connections. In case of issues or for any question or suggestion please contact us directly via e-mail. To disconnect, press the data setting ON
OFF button on the app's dashboard or deactivate Active Reconnect before turning off mobile data from android settings.

Connection Stabilizer Booster
When activated, this feature actively monitors and immediately re-establishes dropped connections, using muscle if required. Loaded with lots of
powerful features, this app delivers a stable mobile internet connectivity. Or is there no data transfer even when connection is live? Do you miss out
important chats, IMs and emails until you turn data connection on and off, maybe multiple times to get reconnected? It will automatically detect
connection drops and actively reconnect the connection, using force connect if required. It can be caused by handset or carrier issues. To
disconnect, press the data setting ON OFF button on the app's dashboard or deactivate Active Reconnect before turning off mobile data from
android settings. Active Reconnect automatically reconnects your 2G GPRS, 3G or 4G LTE internet connection as soon as it gets disconnected
connection stabilizer booster pro 4pda thus keeps the data connection active at all times. The monitoring process does not cause any load on your
device's resources as it is intelligently invoked only when required. That is a known issue that affects many people. The network assigns a higher
priority to your device and this results in significant improvement in network performance, especially if resources on the network are under strain.
In case of issues or for any question or suggestion please contact us directly via e-mail. You can adjust the ping interval from the Active Keep
Alive settings to be just lower than your network's inactivity timeout period. Active Keep Alive along with Reset on Failure keeps your connection
alive in such cases and also helps in keeping the traffic flowing between your phone and your ISP's servers. If you are having trouble with your
cellular data connection, this is the app for you.
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The monitoring process does not cause any load on your device's resources as it is intelligently invoked only when required. That is a known issue
that affects many people. You can adjust the ping interval from the Active Keep Alive settings to be just lower than your network's inactivity
timeout period. Connection Stabilizer Booster is the best mobile data connection stabilizer, reconnector and booster for 2G GPRS, EDGE, HSPA
3G, 4G LTE and WiFi wireless networks. Active Reconnect automatically reconnects your 2G GPRS, 3G or 4G LTE internet connection as soon
as it gets disconnected and thus keeps the data connection active at all times. When activated, this feature actively monitors and immediately reestablishes dropped connections, using muscle if required.

Connection Stabilizer Booster
The network assigns a higher priority to your device and this results in significant improvement in network performance, especially if resources on
the network are under strain. Active Reconnect automatically reconnects your 2G GPRS, 3G or 4G LTE internet connection as soon as it gets
disconnected and thus keeps the data connection active at all times.

Reconnection needs root access on android 5+ due to new access restrictions imposed by Google. Active Keep Alive along with Reset on Failure
keeps your connection alive in such cases and also helps in keeping the traffic flowing between your phone and your ISP's servers. You can adjust
the ping interval from the Active Keep Alive settings to be just lower than your network's inactivity timeout period. That is a known issue that
affects many people. Connection Stabilizer Booster is the best mobile data connection stabilizer, reconnector and booster for 2G GPRS, EDGE,
HSPA 3G, 4G LTE and WiFi wireless networks. If you are having trouble with your cellular data connection, this is the app for you. This is
particularly useful if android's built in system fails to connect you to the network. In case of issues or for any question or suggestion please contact
us directly via e-mail. The monitoring process does not cause any load on your device's resources as it is intelligently invoked only when required.
Or is there no data transfer even when connection is live?.

